The liquid bridge that forms between a particle and a flat surface, and the dynamics of its evaporation are pertinent to a range of physical processes including paint and ink deposition, spray drying, evaporative lithography and the flow and processing of powders. Here, using time-lapse photography, we investigate the evaporative dynamics of a sessile liquid bridge between a particle and a planar substrate. Different wetting characteristics of the particle and substrate are explored, as well as the effects of contact line pinning and stick-slip boundary conditions. A theoretical framework is developed to quantify and analyse the experimental observations. For the size range of particles and drops used in this study, gravity is by far the smallest force in the system when compared to the surface tension and capillary interactions that are present, but in certain circumstances it dictates the key evolution stages of the geometry of the particle-drop-substrate systems. Analysis of evaporation dynamics and capillary forces indicate that at low Bond numbers, surface tension forces dominate and provide unique opportunities for the control of particles on surfaces.
The existence of liquid bridges between solids -either as particles or extended at surfaces -is of considerable interest and importance in a range of elds, which can be crudely separated into three classes based on their geometry: (i) one or more small particles can sit at the interface of a much larger drop, (ii) a small liquid volume sits between two solid surfaces forming a 'capillary bridge' and (iii) the transitional case where the sizes of the drop and particle are of comparable magnitude.
The limit in which the particle radius is much smaller than the drop radius has been investigated extensively, primarily in the context of Ramsden or Pickering emulsions, 1,2 foams, 'dry water' 3 and liquid marbles, [4] [5] [6] where many particles are adsorbed at a liquid interface to confer stability. 7, 8 The force between a small particle and a drop (or bubble) interface has been investigated by various groups using the atomic force microscope, and the observed behaviour analysed in terms of wetting and capillarity. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Using a perturbation analysis, the lateral capillary interactions between particles in a Pickering emulsion were theoretically investigated.
14 For the case of multiple particles joined by liquid capillary bridges, each bridge can be dened geometrically by its volume and the contact angle at the particle surfaces. This case is of interest when powders are processed and handled, particularly in moist environments or where hygroscopic materials are involved. 15, 16 Common examples include minerals and ceramics processing, foods (e.g. starch and whey powders) and permeation and moisture retention in soils and sediments. 17, 18 Recently it was shown that the addition of a tiny amount of a secondary uid to a suspension causes large capillary networks, greatly altering its bulk rheological behaviour.
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Capillary bridges are of particular importance since they give rise to the capillary force, which has wide-ranging implications in the study of interfacial forces in atomic force microscopy 20 and particle adhesion [21] [22] [23] through to nanoscale applications such as dip-pen lithography 24 and micro-manipulation. 25 Several studies have experimentally investigated the forces arising from small capillary bridges between a particle and a surface. 26 Orr et al. 27 provided a comprehensive theoretical treatment of an axisymmetric capillary bridge between a spherical particle and a at substrate. More recently Guzowski et al. 28 considered the capillary force that acts on a particle attached to an initially spherical interface when subjected to an asymmetric displacement of the particle.
When multiple particles sit on a at liquid surface, the local interface near each particle is deformed, resulting in a lateral capillary force between particles that can be either attractive or repulsive. The attractive lateral capillary force facilitates the self-assembly of large two-dimensional crystal arrays.
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Alternatively, colloidal self-assembled arrays can be formed by initially suspending multiple particles inside a drop and subsequently evaporating the supporting drop. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Since these capillary forces are extremely large when compared to, for example, particle weights, they provide surprising and useful behaviours such as adhesives that mimic gecko adhesion 37 and insects that are able to climb 'uphill' at liquid menisci. 38 Although the behaviour of both a small particle on a much larger spherical drop, class (i), and a small liquid bridge between a large particle and a surface, class (ii), have both been studied extensively, the same cannot be said for the intermediate class (iii), where the characteristic dimensions of both the particle and the drop are comparable. Such congurations share similarities with those for which the particle is replaced by a third mutually immiscible uid.
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In this paper we consider, both theoretically and experimentally, the capillary bridge formed between a spherical particle and a planar substrate. We analyse the cases of pinned contact line as well as constant contact angle boundary conditions at both uid-uid-surface contacts, as it is seen that both boundary conditions are observed in the presented experiments.
By comparing the Gibbs free energy for each conguration, we are able to determine the energetically favoured congura-tion, revealing an important critical volume below which an axisymmetric collar is formed around the base of the particle, exerting an attractive force between the particle and the substrate, whereas above this critical volume the interface is spherical with no capillary force acting between the particle and the substrate.
Having developed a theoretical solution for an equilibrium capillary drop interface, we present a series of experiments with a small particle at the air-water interface of a water sessile or pendant drop. By allowing the drop to evaporate and tracking the evolution of the drop shape by time-lapse photography, we are able to investigate the dependence of system geometry on volume as well as hysteresis effects, using the theoretical model to obtain relevant physical parameters for comparison.
Theory
When a spherical particle of radius a is placed at the interface of a sessile drop of uid 2, surrounded by an outer uid 1, a liquid capillary bridge is formed between the particle, p and the substrate, s (Fig. 1) . The characteristic dimension of the drop over which gravitational force can deform the interface is the capillary length l ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi g 12 =Drg p , where g 12 is the interfacial tension of the 12-uid interface, Dr is the density difference between the two uid phases and g is the gravitational acceleration. For drop dimensions well below the capillary length ($2.7 mm for a water drop in air) its shape will be determined by the Young-Laplace equation without the gravitational term,
that relates the pressure difference, DP, across the interface and the principal radii of curvature R 1 and R 2 of the drop. By expressing R 1 and R 2 in terms of the co-ordinates of the interface we obtain a differential equation for the drop shape. The solution for the drop shape is determined by the drop volume and by the physical condition at the three-phase contact lines at the substrate and at the particle. In the present context of how the shape of the liquid bridge evolves as the drop evaporates, we consider two possibilities: (I) the contact angle at the three-phase contact line remains constant as evaporation progresses and is given by q P at the particle and by q s the substrate, according to the Young-Dupré equation, or (II) the position of the contact line is xed during evaporation. In the latter case, the position of the pinned contact line is prescribed by the angle, a, subtended at the centre of the particle and by the radial position, r s , of the contact line measured along the substrate (see Fig. 1 ).
We can now consider the two possible drop or liquid bridge shapes that can form depending on the location of the particle relative to the sessile drop and the substrate. The characteristic dimension of the drop or liquid bridge is assumed to be small compared to the capillary length so that gravity does not affect the drop shape through the Young-Laplace equation. However, as we shall see, the small gravitational force plays an important role in determining the position of the particle in relation to the substrate through density difference between the particle and the uid phases.
Spherical drop interface
If the spherical particle does not make contact with the substrate and is located in a symmetrical position about the apex of the sessile drop (Fig. 1) , the drop interface will be a portion of a sphere with radius R 1 ¼ R 2 h R ¼ 2g 12 /DP, the Laplace radius, see eqn (1). The particle can be maintained in this symmetrical position by gravitational force that is negligible in deforming the interface. We now show that this solution can also satisfy the required boundary conditions at the particle and the substrate.
The spherical liquid interface makes contact with the substrate at the contact radius r s where the contact angle is q s and also from the cosine rule for the triangle formed between the centre of the particle, centre of the spherical interface and the three phase contact line at the particle we can obtain the following equations, see Fig. 1 ,
where l is the distance between the centre of the particle and the centre of the spherical interface. If the constant contact angle condition holds at the three phase line at the substrate and at the particle, q s and q p will be prescribed. Thus eqn (2) can be used to determine unknowns (a, r s , l, R) when the drop volume is specied.
On the other hand, if the positions of the contact lines are pinned, then a and r s will be prescribed and eqn (2) can be used to determine unknowns (q p , q s , l, R) when the drop volume is specied. A useful relation between the angles q p and a can be found by equating the radius of the meniscus contact with the sphere, giving R sin[p À (a + q p )] ¼ a sin a. Using eqn (2a) allows R to be eliminated, giving
There exist a critical minimum drop or liquid bridge volume at which the particle can remain at the apex of a spherical drop, while it is also in contact with the substrate. If the drop volume is above this critical volume, the drop interface will be a segment of a sphere and the particle can be located at any point on the interface without affecting the interfacial energy of the system. Thus, the gravitational energy will determine the position of the particle, with the particle either touching the substrate or be located at the apex, depending on the densities of both phases and the particle. ‡ An expression to determine the position of the particle is given in the ESI. † The volume of the drop and the surface areas of the 12-, 2s-and 2p-interfaces can then be written in terms of those of a spherical cap
where we have introduced u h p À (q p + a), together with the volume and surface area of a spherical cap, as dened in Fig. 1 (inset),
If the particle is located at the apex of the drop, the distance of closest approach, h 0 , between the particle and the substrate is
As the volume of the supporting drop decreases, the particle will eventually come into contact with the substrate. This volume is the minimal drop volume for which a spherical conguration can exist. Below this, the drop shape will be an axisymmetric collar that we consider next.
Axisymmetric collar
The shape of an axisymmetric capillary bridge between a particle and substrate has been considered by Orr et al. 27 By writing the r and z variables with respect to the angle f between the meniscus and the horizontal, they presented the solution in terms of elliptic integrals. The form of their solution required a choice of sign that is related to the meridional curvature (dened below). For an interface where the meridional curvature changes sign, careful use of limits is required. Here we nd it more convenient to parameterise the drop shape with respect to the arc length s, although the result is mathematically identical to the solution of Orr et al.
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In Fig. 2 we show a spherical particle in contact with a substrate with a liquid bridge in the form of an axisymmetric collar around its base. The angle a locates the position of the three phase contact line on the particle surface. In this case, it is convenient to work with the mean curvature H h DP/2g 12 of the interface that is initially positive and decreases continuously as the drop volume decreases, passing through zero before becoming negative.
The meridional curvature, 1/R 1 ¼ Àdf/ds and the azimuthal curvature, 1/R 2 ¼ sin f/r can be expressed in terms of the tangent angle f, and trigonometry gives dr/ds ¼ Àcos f and dz/ ds ¼ Àsin f. The origin of the arc length s ¼ 0 is at the particle, with s increasing away from the particle. Using eqn (1) we obtain a system of 3 ordinary differential equations Fig. 2 A schematic representation of the three-phase contact region of an axisymmetric collar formed around particle-substrate contact. ‡ The particle will not sit at an intermediate point for the same reason a particle submersed in a volume of water will either rise or sink.
to be solved with the following boundary conditions at the particle, p and at the substrate, s
The 
An iterative method is required to solve the coupled differential equations in order to determine the unknown H that is consistent with the prescribed volume and either the prescribed contact positions or contact angles at the two three phase contacts.
We outline an iterative method for generating interfaces for the case where both contact angles are constant. To begin, we pick a value for a and choose an initial value for the mean curvature H 0 . An interface can now be generated by solving eqn (8) , subject to the initial conditions (9a). The differential equations are solved numerically until z ¼ 0, with the arc length at this point being denoted s max . We now form an objective function based on the boundary condition, in this case g(H) ¼ f (s max ) À (p À q s ), which we require to be zero. The quantity H i can now be updated using the secant method. This process is repeated until the boundary condition at the substrate is satised to within a specied tolerance. Changing the lling angle a results in interfaces corresponding to different drop volumes.
Evaporation dynamics
The evaporation rate for a sessile drop undergoing diffusiondriven evaporation was rst solved by Picknett and Bexon. 40 By drawing an analogy between the equations governing diffusiondriven evaporation and electrostatic potential, they developed a differential equation for the evaporation rate which involved a contact angle dependant parameter h(q) h C(q)/R, with C(q) being the capacitance of a lens of the same shape that can be expressed analytically as an innite series. For numerical work, Picknett and Bexon 40 presented an approximate polynomial expression for the capacitance of the scaled lens in terms of the angle q,
that is accurate to within 0.2% of the analytical result. The evaporation rate can then be expressed as
where D is the molecular mass diffusion constant, while c s and c N are the vapour concentrations at the interface and in the far eld, respectively. The volume of a sessile drop can be written as
where we have used eqn (2a). This expression depends only on the contact radius and the contact angle, one of which is constant depending on the substrate contact condition. Pinned contact line. For the pinned contact line case, r s is specied so the drop volume depends only on the contact angle q s , and thus combining eqn (11) and (12) gives the differential equation
Taking the time scale t s ¼ rr s 2 /2D(c s À c N ), and t f as the time when the drop vanishes, the solution of eqn (13) can be written as
where t ¼ t/t s is the scaled time. For more details see Dash and Garimella 41 and Gelderblom et al.
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Constant contact angle. For the constant contact angle case, q s is specied so the solution of eqn (11) and (12) is
which differs from the evaporation rate presented by McHale et al. 43 (see their eqn (6)), that neglected the local geometrical behaviour near the three-phase contact line. Taking the length scale as the initial contact radius L c h r s (t ¼ 0), together with the time scale
the solution of eqn (15) for the constant contact angle case can be written in the simple nondimensional form
Thus the result in eqn (14) gives the variation of the contact angle at the substrate with time as the drop evaporates under the pinned contact line condition, whereas the result in eqn (17) gives the variation of the position of the contact line at the substrate with time as the drop evaporates under the constant contact angle condition.
Materials and methods
Water was obtained from a Millipore Direct-Q 5 system (minimum resistivity 18.4 MU cm). Polystyrene spheres (Amberlite XAD-4, Sigma) with a radius of $150 mm were used as received. Glass microparticles with radii 100-400 mm were obtained from Polysciences, Inc (#18903) and used as received. Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, 99%, Sigma) was spincoated onto glass microscope slides at 3000 rpm from a 20 mg mL À1 solution in chloroform. Gold surfaces were generated by sputtering 5 nm of chromium (as an adhesion layer) and 50 nm of gold using a Quorum Q150T-S sputter coater. A polystyrene tissue culture dish was used as the polystyrene substrate and a poly(tetrauoroethylene) (PTFE) surface was made by stretching a length of PTFE tape over a glass microscope slide. For each experiment a water pendant or sessile drop was formed on the required substrate. The small gravitational force was used to ensure the initial position of the particle is at the apex of the pendent or sessile drop on the substrate. The evaporation rate depends on the combination of the parameters D(c s À c N ) that varies with temperature and relative humidity (see eqn (14) and (17)). However, no special steps were taken to control these values in the laboratory.
Experiments were visualised using a CCD camera (Flea3, Point Grey, Richmond, BC, Canada) coupled to a Kozo XJP-300 microscope. The optical system was calibrated with a known size standard, measured using laser diffraction. Diffuse illumination was provided using a white LED source and a diffuser. Each experimental image was rst binarised to extract the dropparticle prole, and then a routine developed in Mathematica (Wolfram Research) was used to t the theoretical solution. A Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation routine was used to ensure rapid convergence of the experimental and theoretical drop proles. Physical quantities were then extracted from the optimised parameters.
Results and discussion
Here we present and discuss the geometric and evaporative characteristics of four key systems that serve to illustrate the complex range of behaviours available to particle-dropsubstrate systems. Material combinations were chosen to provide a range of different surface wettabilities, in order to explore conditions in which the droplet contact angle and solidwater-air van der Waals force (relevant to the wetting behaviour) vary widely:
1. Silica-water-poly(tetrauoroethylene), PTFE: the water droplet adopts a spherical solution throughout, and the silica particle does not come into contact with the substrate until the end of the evaporation process.
Silica
3. Polystyrene-water-polystyrene: the water droplet adopts a collar conguration throughout, including geometries where the meridional curvature of the interface changes sign resulting in an inection in the function z(r).
4. Silica-water-poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA: the water droplet transitions from an asymmetric spherical solution to an axisymmetric collar conguration.
In each experiment, a water drop was deposited onto the substrate, forming either a pendant (experiments 1 and 2) or a sessile (experiments 3 and 4) drop depending on the orientation of the substrate. A particle was then placed onto the immobilised drop, resulting in either a collar or a spherical congura-tion. Fig. 3 shows time-lapse photographs of the evaporation process for experiments 1-3. Videos of evaporation experiments are available in the ESI. † As discussed later, the evaporation time-scale is sufficiently slow that each instantaneous congu-ration can be accurately described by the equilibrium YoungLaplace equation.
Time-lapse images were compared to interfacial proles predicted by the Young-Laplace equation. The accuracy of the t was demonstrated by overlaying predicted interfaces on top of time-lapse photographs, as shown in Fig. 4 .
The extracted data allows the contact radii and contact angles to be calculated at both the particle and the substrate, together with the drop volume, air-water interfacial area and Laplace pressure. Using these quantities, it is then possible to calculate the capillary force F capillary between the particle and the substrate
chosen to be positive when the force is attractive. The extracted quantities are plotted against time in Fig. 6 and 7, and discussed in detail in the sections below.
Initial conguration
When a particle is placed at the interface of a sessile drop, the analysis presented in Section 1 predicts that one of two basic congurations will be assumed. If the sessile drop volume is less than the critical volume for spherical drop formation, then an axisymmetric collar around the particle-substrate contact will form, whereas if the volume is above the critical volume the air-water interface will be spherical. This spherical case can be split into energetically equivalent but geometrically resolved homologues, as the particle can sit at any point on the interface without energetic penalty. Therefore the effects of gravity (i.e. buoyancy) must be considered, even though the gravitational force is several orders of magnitude smaller than the capillary force (gravitational force/capillary force ¼ Bond number $ 0.01). § When the particle is more dense than both liquid phases, the particle will experience a downward net force, positioning it either axisymmetrically at the nadir of a pendant drop, or asymmetrically to the side of a sessile drop. This effect is demonstrated in Fig. 3 and 5 , where experiments 1 and 2 ( Fig. 3a and b) show a heavy silica particle at the apex of a pendant drop, while Fig. 5 shows the particle at the base of a spherical sessile drop. The reverse is true for a particle less dense than both liquid phases. For the intermediate case, it is possible to nd a volume dependant expression to determine the particle position. Details of this calculation are provided in ESI. † It is clear that the initial condition adopted is a direct result of both the relative volumes of particle and drop, and the system surface chemistry (that is, the contact angle on both the substrate and particle). Exemplar are the cases of a silica particle and water drop on a PTFE or polystyrene surface (Fig. 3a  and c) . Due to the high water contact angle of the PTFE substrate, a spherical interface with small contact radius is favoured throughout, whereas the less hydrophobic polystyrene results in collars with large contact radii.
Boundary conditions
The theory presented above was derived for the boundary condition of either a pinned contact line where the initial liquid-solid contact line is xed and evaporation results in a change in air-water-solid contact angle; or a constant contact angle where the liquid-solid contact line is free to move and retain the thermodynamically favoured air-water-solid contact angle. In reality however, the boundary condition for a given system depends largely on the microscopic geometry and surface chemistry of both surfaces, and a combination of both pinned contact line and constant contact angle cases may be observed within the same experiment. For the systems explored here, the situation is further complicated by the different solid geometries (i.e. a curved particle and at substrate) and dissimilar material combinations chosen to emphasise the importance of wetting effects. Fig. 3 Time-lapse images of the evolution of three different axisymmetric particle-drop-substrate systems. (a) A water pendant drop hanging from a hydrophobic PTFE substrate with a silica particle resting at the apex of the drop, with the particle touching the substrate in the final frame. (b) A water pendant drop hanging below a gold substrate, with a silica particle initially at the apex of the drop. The particle touches the substrate after 285 seconds, after which an axisymmetric collar rests around the particle-substrate contact. (c) A polystyrene particle in contact with a polystyrene substrate with an axisymmetric collar formed around the contact for the duration of the experiment. The blue shaded regions denote the experimental images for which the particle is in contact with the substrate. See ESI † for videos of each experiment. For the axisymmetric systems presented, throughout the spherical evaporation process the three-phase contact at the substrate has a pinned contact line (see uppermost panels in Fig. 6 ), while the particle contact condition is not as easily determined with the same precision due to its geometry and freedom of rotation. Given that the particle contact radius remains constant well into the collar mode of evaporation, it appears that the contact line at the particle is also pinned.
Perhaps the clearest case is that of silica-water-PTFE (experimental images shown in Fig. 3a , with the extracted physical quantities shown in Fig. 6a) , where the drop contact radius on the substrate is effectively constant throughout the entire evaporation process, resulting in an increasingly pronounced decrease in substrate contact angle as evaporation proceeds. Similar behaviour is seen for the early, spherical stages of the silica-water-gold experiment (experimental images and extracted physical quantities shown in Fig. 3b and  6b, respectively) , although aer the particle touches the substrate and collar congurations become applicable, accompanied with signicant changes in the position of the contact line. Most notably, the drop contact line on the substrate depins, with the substrate contact condition transitioning to a constant contact angle ($15 ).
In the case of polystyrene-water-polystyrene (experimental images and extracted physical quantities shown in Fig. 3c and  6c, respectively) , the boundary conditions are not as clearly dened during the experiment, as the contact angles and contact radius both change throughout. Perhaps most interestingly, there is a discontinuity in both of these parameters at a distinct point that appears to be consistent with the inversion of the droplet Laplace pressure from positive to negative. This results in a more rapid retraction of the contact radius, although this may also be connected to the low substrate contact angle (<20 ) at this stage.
If the pinned contact line condition applies at both the particle and the substrate, it is possible to nd the rate at which the contact angles at the substrate and particle vary with respect to each other by differentiating eqn (3), which gives
This useful relation predicts the direction of change of contact angle for given surface chemistries. Importantly, for the silica-water-gold experiment, dq p /dq s $ À0.1, which implies that for q s to decrease by 40 , the particle contact angle will increase by 4 , accurately matching the presented theory. This relationship also predicts that for the silica-water-PTFE experiment the particle contact angle decreases with decreasing substrate contact angle (dq p /dq p $ 0.6), which matches experimental data. Perhaps most curiously, the case of a silica particle-sessile water drop composite on a spun coated poly-(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) surface (Fig. 5) shows a constant contact angle during most of its evaporation process, and for all of the states in which the drop adopts a spherical interface (Fig. 7) . However, the contact angles at both particle and surface appear to pin at the point when collar geometries are formed, associated with both a decrease and sign change in Laplace pressure and a strong capillary force between the particle and surface. The reasons for this change in boundary condition are not entirely clear, but appear to be associated with the evaporation dynamics, as the volume and surface area continue to change smoothly despite the abrupt changes in contact angle and capillary force. It is conceivable that in diffusion-driven evaporation, the system contact angles must adjust to maintain the correct pressure-to-surface area ratio, although further experiments would be required to understand this more fully. A more decisive analysis is thwarted by minor deviations from ideality (shown as the shaded region in Fig. 7 ) wherein uncertainties arise due to minor asymmetric pinning of both the particle and substrate contact lines. Fig. 5 (a) A silica particle on a PMMA coated substrate with a water drop around the base. Time-lapse images taken 15 s apart show the progress of the evaporation. The system is initially asymmetric due to the density of silica being greater than water. As the volume of the drop decreases, the system evolves towards an axisymmetric collar, which is achieved at approximately 160 s into the experiment. Thereafter, the system remains in the axisymmetric collar configuration until the water completely evaporates. The shaded red region denotes the region where the experimental interfaces deviate from the theoretically predicted interfaces due to surface non-ideality, while the blue line delimits the region where the interfaces are spherical from those which are axisymmetric collar. (b) The scaled substrate contact radius evolution versus scaled time (brown symbols) for which the interfaces are spherical interfaces. The black line represents the theoretical evolution of the contact radius for diffusion-driven evaporation neglecting the presence of the particle. See ESI † for a video.
Capillary force
When the drop interface is spherical, there is no force acting on the particle. For an axisymmetric collar, however, the interface exerts a force on the particle. Orr et al. 27 showed theoretically that depending on the drop volume, the resulting capillary force could be either attractive or repulsive. The spherical solution separates these two cases, as it results in no capillary force.
As shown in the theory section, when the drop volume is above the critical volume, the conguration can either form a spherical interface, or a collar interface exerting a repulsive capillary force on the particle. Clearly the case of a repulsive capillary force is only physical in the instance that the particle is 'held' onto the surface, otherwise the system will revert to the energetically favoured spherical interface.
We can compare the surface energies of the two congura-tions by rst taking the particle to sit axisymmetrically at the apex of a spherical drop. If the particle is then moved toward the substrate to form an axisymmetric collar, the potential energy, U, of the system has been increased since dU/dz ¼ ÀF capillary with the capillary force acting in the opposite direction to the displacement. For an idealised system, conservation of energy results in an increase in the surface energy. Since each of the interfacial areas (and therefore the interfacial energies) for a spherical interface are independent of the position of the particle at the apex or base of the drop, we nd the important result that the spherical drop interface is more energetically favourable than the axisymmetric collar for drop volumes above the critical volume. Therefore for a drop volume above the critical volume, a spherical interface will be formed with no capillary force acting on the particle. As the drop volume decreases below the critical volume, an axisymmetric collar is formed with an attractive capillary force between the particle and the substrate.
The capillary force for evaporating particle-drop-substrate geometries analysed here follows expected behaviour based on interfacial curvature (Fig. 6) . For silica-water-PTFE, the large substrate contact angle results in drop geometries that are spherical and convex until the nal experimental photograph shown. It is possible that a very small liquid bridge (that cannot be visually resolved) still remains between the particle and the Fig. 6 Time variations of (i) the drop substrate contact radius, (ii) the contact angles at both the substrate q s and particle q p together with the filling angle a which the meniscus makes with the centre of the particle measured through the water, (iii) the volume of the water drop (left hand axes) and the air-water interfacial area (right hand axes), (iv) the Laplace pressure across the interface and (v) the (attractive) capillary force between the particle and the substrate for each of the three experiments presented in Fig. 3 . From left to right, the extracted quantities correspond to the experiments shown in Fig. 3a-c , respectively. All quantities were extracted by fitting the theoretical solution to the experimental photographs (the blue shaded region represents the evaporation regions where the drop is an axisymmetric collar around the particlesubstrate contact). Representative error bars are shown on the centre column plots.
surface at the end of the experiment. This would explain why the particle remains adhered to the substrate despite the gravitational force acting to remove it. Such microscopic capillary bridges have been indicated before as an explanation for large adhesion forces seen for particles at substrates. 44 For silicawater-gold where the drop is pendant, the system transitions from a spherical interface to a collar, and in doing so experiences an attractive capillary force that rises approximately linearly from 0 to $50 mN. The same is true for a silica particle on a sessile drop upon a PMMA substrate (Fig. 7) . For polystyrene-water-polystyrene, the droplet conguration is an axisymmetric collar throughout, and thus the particle experiences a continual attractive capillary force, again with a nearly linearly increasing trajectory from $20 À 110 mN.
Orr et al. 27 calculated the capillary force between a particle and a surface for a liquid bridge whose volume tends to zero. They calculated the maximal capillary force
giving a maximum value of 75 mN for the silica particle, and 120 mN for the polystyrene particle, which agrees well with the maximum capillary forces calculated for our experiments. For comparison, the force on the silica particle due to gravity (i.e. the weight) F ¼ rVg $ 50 nN, which is 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the capillary force. Thus for the length-scales studied here (and below these dimensions), capillary interactions are enormous compared to gravitational interactions, and even more so for very small capillary bridges. This explains how a comparatively massive particle can be held up by a pendant drop that is a small fraction of its volume. The relative strengths of these interactions are undoubtedly important in the precise evaporative (self) assembly of colloidal particles.
Evaporation dynamics
Having developed a comprehensive theoretical understanding of the conguration of a static particle-drop-substrate system, it is pertinent to extend this to explore the dynamics of the droplet evaporation, a central theme for real-life systems in which particle-drop-surface attachments are encountered.
Starting from the analysis of a 'naked' sessile drop evaporating under diffusion-limited conditions as provided by Picknett and Bexon, 40 we can compare our experiments wherein a particle is placed at the interface. For the pinned contact line case, eqn (14) gives a universal curve for the contact angle q s in terms of the scaled time t. By taking the time when the drop vanishes to be 0 then gives q s ( t) ¼ G À1 (À t), which allows the evolution of q s for the spherical drops in Fig. 3a and b to be compared to the theory for a naked sessile drop. For each experiment, the initial and nal contact angles set the initial and nal scaled time and hence the time scale, t s . The substrate contact angle evolution with respect to the scaled time is presented in Fig. 8 , showing good agreement between theory and both the silica-water-PTFE and silica-water-gold. Similarly, the evolution of the substrate contact radius for the constant contact angle case can be compared to eqn (17) , and is presented in Fig. 5b . Both time scale expressions comprise the unconstrained diffusion rate parameter, D(c s À c N ), with the values used in scaling each of the experiments shown in Table 1 . It is clear that within the experimental uncertainty inherent in the extraction of parameters from image tting, the evaporation dynamics of spherical interfaces with a particle present are indistinguishable from the equivalent 'naked' sessile or pendant drops for both gold and PTFE surfaces.
Having established that the evaporation of the liquid bridge can be described by the evolution of a 'naked' sessile drop, we consider the evaporation when the liquid bridge is in an axisymmetric collar conguration. The silica-water-gold and silica-water-PMMA experiments demonstrate both spherical and collar congurations at different drop volumes, and illustrate the differences between the two modes of evaporation. During the silica-water-gold experiment, both the particle and substrate contact lines are pinned, with the substrate contact angle decreasing linearly, while the particle contact angle variation is well described by eqn (19) . Once the particle makes contact with the substrate, the particle contact angle rapidly decreases with both contact lines initially remaining pinned. Soon thereaer, as the pressure decreases to zero, the system recongures itself, with the substrate contact radius rapidly decreasing with a concomitant decrease in the air-water interfacial area. Finally, the Laplace pressure changes sign with the particle contact depinning. Throughout the collar phase, the capillary force acting on the particle increases in magnitude.
The polystyrene-water-polystyrene experiment illustrates the collar evaporation further, however the particle contact condition is different. Initially, the polystyrene is completely wetted by the particle, with the contact radius on the particle moving. Similar key behaviours are again observed; namely, the Laplace pressure decreasing to zero causes the system to recongure itself, aer which point both contact angles remain relatively constant. The capillary force between the particle and the substrate is also attractive and increasing in magnitude.
For the silica-water-PMMA experiment, the initial congu-ration is a spherical interface with the particle in contact with the substrate. The substrate contact angle is initially constant (q s $ 60 ) with both the particle contact angle and radius remaining constant within experimental uncertainty. Interestingly, 90 s into the evaporation process the experimental interface deviates from the spherical interface, however the interface is clearly not an axisymmetric collar either. This is apparently caused by pinning at both particle and substrate contacts, together with non-zero horizontal forces between the particle and the substrate, presumably resulting from surface non-ideality. For the frames between 90 s and 155 s, tting spherical interfaces to these frames provides a broadly accurate estimate of the volume and interfacial area, but does not accurately capture local behaviour such as the contact angles and the curvature (and hence the Laplace pressure). To obtain a more accurate estimate of the contact angle and Laplace pressure, the curvature of the drop prole to the right of the particle was calculated (as pinning occurred primarily on the le side of the silica particle). These extracted quantities are plotted in open circles on both plots, with the pinning region indicated by the shaded red in Fig. 5 and 7 . The interfacial area decreases linearly with time for the entirety of the experiment, and is notably independent of the Laplace pressure which, unlike a 'naked' sessile drop, changes sign.
Implications and opportunities for surface chemistry
Having analysed the possible geometries available to particledrop-surface composites, and the dynamics of their evolution as the drop evaporates, it becomes pertinent to highlight the opportunities that are apparent in system design and control.
Clearly surface chemistry and morphology is of overriding importance in determining the parameters that control the drop geometry -that is, contact angles via surface chemistry. However, the substrate also acts to determine the boundary condition -either pinned contact line (with a varying contact angle) or constant contact angle (with the contact line free to move). In the cases examined experimentally here we did not purposefully select materials with the expectation of different boundary conditions. For greater precision, it would be possible to use patterned or micro-engineered substrates to introduce surface chemical or physical heterogeneities in order to facilitate contact line pinning of the drop at a certain position. Similarly, particles with hemispheres that exhibit different wettabilities (Janus particles) could be advantageous in controlling the contact line and obtaining specic geometric characteristics.
Conclusion
We have analysed experimentally and theoretically the cong-urations available to a particle-droplet-substrate system. The preferred state can be easily predicted for any combination of uid and particle densities, contact angles and volume ratios. An understanding of this behaviour is of great importance when designing systems that can take advantage of such composite colloids, such as evaporative lithography and microelectromechanical systems. Fig. 8 The evolution of the substrate contact angle q s for a 'naked' sessile drop with a pinned contact line undergoing diffusion-driven evaporation. The black curve represents the universal curve presented in eqn (14) . The blue symbols are the substrate contact angles for the silica-water-PTFE experiment and the red symbols are the substrate contact angles for the silica-water-gold experiment, showing good agreement between the functional form of the drop-particle substrate contact evolution and that of a plain sessile drop. 
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When comparing the measured geometry of real systems to the theoretical expectation, the effects of non-ideality become clear, and the extent of these departures from prediction vary depending on the surface chemistry of the systems used. In particular, the effects of liquid contact line pinning due to surface inhomogeneities are signicant and have a strong inuence over the geometries observed. In most cases, despite the effects of pinning, the theory can still be applied to obtain physical parameters with sufficient accuracy for most purposes. Signicantly, for all systems, a critical volume is determined, below which a strongly attractive capillary force is 'switched on', providing unique opportunities for surface modication and assembly. In all cases explored here, and indeed for all low Bond numbers, surface tension forces dominate the behaviour of liquid bridges; however, when all other forces are balanced, gravity can still play a role in determining the geometry of the system (i.e. whether the particle rests at the base or apex of the drop).
Interestingly, an analysis of the liquid evaporation of these systems indicates that the presence of a particle at the interface has very little inuence on the evaporation rate when compared to a 'naked' sessile drop, providing access to a well-understood description of evaporation dynamics. The existence of a remaining microscopic capillary bridge between the particle and surface that cannot be visualised in these experiments is posited, and remains to be experimentally investigated.
